B'NAI B'RITH EUROPE IS INVITING YOU TO

BBE TALKS
Dialogue & Discussions

CYBER SPACE AND TERRORISM

WITH STEFANO MELE
ITALY

29TH OF JUNE, 2020 | 18:00 CET
REGISTER HERE TO REGISTER (BEFORE JUNE 28)
Stefano Mele, cybersecurity lawyer and Partner of Carnelutti Law Firm, where he is the Head of the Department of Technology, Privacy and Cybersecurity Law. He deals at national and international level with the political, strategic and legal aspects of the impact of technologies on citizens' lives, on businesses and on national security. He is also the President of the ICT Authority of the Republic of San Marino. Among the many positions held, he is also the President of the Cyber Security Commission of the Italian Atlantic Committee and the President of the "Working Group on Cybersecurity" of the American Chamber of Commerce in Italy (AMCHAM). In 2020, he participated in the prestigious International Visitors Leadership Program (IVLP) of the US Department of State.

PROGRAM

6:00 PM  A few words about BBE,  Serge Dahan, BBE President, Executive Member of CRIF
Jewish Life in Italy, Daniel Citone, BBE mentor
Introduction speaker, Paolo Foa, Member of Executive Board of Directors of BBI

6:15 PM  Cyber space and terrorism, Stefano Mele, Cyber Security lawyer

6:45 PM  Q § A

"BBE Talks", initiated by the President of BBE, is a project that aims to highlight and promote the European lodges, to reinforce the connection between them and to broaden the knowledge on Jewish communities around Europe.

A PROJECT OF B'NAI B'RITH EUROPE